2016, QUARTER 3
FROM THE PRESIDENT & CEO
Moving into the latter part of this year, focuses
remain with the lagging economy as many figures
still show the Bayou Region down compared to one
year ago. The Economic Council is continuously
monitoring our current economy and exploring new
and innovative ways to help our current businesses
survive these downtown while seeking to attract to
new business to our region.
This quarter encompassed several initiatives focused on
the aforementioned tasks of working with the current
economy while exploring new enterprises beneficial to
our region. Main focuses of these initiatives include
infrastructure, planning, and globalization.
A special task force was sanctioned by the Governor
to travel the state and gather local input of unfinished,
priority, and future infrastructure projects. The goal of
this task force, co-sponsored by SLEC and the South
Central Planning and Development Commission, was
to perform an inventory of the state’s infrastructure
needs in comparison to the existing and needed funding.
Delegations from the Bayou Region, New Orleans,
and Baton Rouge recently returned from a canvasing
tour of Panama City, Panama. This canvas workshop
allowed local leaders to better understand the operations
and practices of another ‘super-region’ while exploring
economic opportunities between Panama and Louisiana’s
Gulf South.

Our yearly Economic Outlook Luncheon, in
partnership with Coastal Commerce Bank, took place
in late September with Dr. Loren Scott presenting
his projections for 2017-2018. His overall comments
indicated that we still have time to wait before recovery
will begin, but certain industries and areas are still
continuing the rise.
Working with Nicholls State University and the South
Central Planning and Development Commission,
SLEC has completed a regional Strategic Plan which
was recently released in November. This plan is the
culmination of a regional survey distributed to determine
how SLEC economic development services should be
directed while working in a down economy.
Our organization remains committed to the region and
will continue to work through this economic downturn
to ensure our businesses can both develop and grow.
Respectfully,

Vic Lafont
President, CEO
SLEC
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

THE FAST FACTS

IN THE BAYOU REGION?
Oil continues to be a drag on the economy and
seasonal workers returning to school reduce
the labor force.

Both the number employed and the unemployment
rate dropped from July to August as the labor force
was reduced by those exiting the job market to return
to school. The steady gains in employment logged
since January also disappeared. Last quarter we were
optimistic the bottom was reached, we still think the
worst is over but improvements will be touch and go
and a slow grind.
One year change (2014-15) in median household
incomes, as reported by the Census was mostly positive;
the one year change in wages (1st quarter 2015 to 1st
quarter 2016) were up in health care, professional &
technical services, construction, utilities, agriculture,
and education. See charts.
Regional employment in August was down 291 jobs
from January. Parish year over year employment changes
from August 2015 to August 2016 were: Assumption
Parish down 98 jobs at 8,918; Lafourche down 1,810
at 42,375; St. Mary down 1,275 from one year ago at
22,046, and; Terrebonne down 2,072 at 47,816.
Low oil prices continue to hold down the economy
with West Texas Intermediate hovering around $40
per barrel, and Louisiana crude at $43.21 in July. As
reported by Kiplinger and Prestige Economics, OPEC
continues to tamp down prices with higher outputs;
promises of lower product by OPEC will likely improve
shale production the most however. Meanwhile, U.S.
stockpiles of crude are increasing. Experts see WTI
maybe $10 higher by 2017-18. Rig counts in Louisiana
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August Regional Employment was 120,156;
down 2,671 from July.
The Houma-Thibodaux MSA unemployment
rate in August was 7.0%; down 0.2 points form
one month ago.
Louisiana’s unemployment rate in August was
6.7%, down 0.2 points from last month; the
nation’s rate was 5.0%, down 0.1 points from
last month.
Louisiana’s Rotary Rig count, land and offshore
on October 7 was 42; down 23 from a year ago.
Thirty buildings and 57 sites are listed for sale
or lease on the Bayou Region database:
http://www.louisianasiteselection.com/bayouregion/
Buildings-and-Sites.aspx

remain flat at 42; the U.S. count continues a steady rise
at 524 on October 7th.
SLEC, parish, and state economic developers are
currently working on 12 Projects-in-the Pipeline that
have the potential to create 900 new jobs, $47 million in
annual new payroll, and $1.5 billion in new investment.
In September, SLEC joined more than 100 business
and civic leaders from south Louisiana in Panama for
a four-day trade mission where delegates learned about
trade, economic development opportunities, education,
and environmental issues in the growing country’s
economy and market.
Sugar cane planting in August was delayed by rain, but
harvest is benefitting from dry fields in October. As
reported by the LSU Ag Center in 2015, the 4-parish
region had 111 producers working 112,288 acres with a
crop value of $182,886,939.
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